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DUAL FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
FOR UNILATERAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
IVAN HLAVACEK 
(Received February 25, 1976) 
INTRODUCTION 
In the analysis of the classical-bilateral-boundary value problems the dual varia­
tional approach can be used, yielding (i) approximate values of the solution and 
of its cogradient, (ii) a posteriori error bounds and two-sided estimates of the energy 
(cf. [ l ] , [2], [3] and the literature therein). 
It is the aim of the present paper to extend the dual approach to scalar second 
order elliptic equations with unilateral boundary conditions of the Signorini's type 
(cf. e.g. [4]). We consider coercive cases only to avoid the use of normalizing subspa-
ces. 
The variational formulations in terms of the scalar variable and of the correspond­
ing cogradient vector variable, respectively (minimum of potential and of comple­
mentary energy) are established and justified on the basis of the duality theory and 
the saddle point theorem (cf. [5]). 
Restricting the admissible functions to finite elements with piecewise linear poly­
nomials on triangulations of the given domain, we are led to minimization problems 
over finite-dimensional convex sets. Some procedures of the quadratic programming 
are proposed for the numerical solution of these problems. Making use of one-sided 
approximations (cf. [7]) on the boundary by piecewise linear spline functions, we 
prove asymptotic orders of convergence, provided the solution is sufficiently smooth. 
Finally, a posteriori error estimates and two-sided estimates of the energy are 
given. 
L THE SIGNORINI PROBLEM AND THE DUAL VARIATIONAL 
FORMULATIONS FOR SECOND ORDER ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS 
With regard to the dual analysis we shall distinguish two classes of elliptic equa­
tions, namely (i) those with a strictly positive "absolute" term and (ii) those without 
an absolute term. 
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For the class (i) we choose the following simple model problem1) 
Problem 0>x\ 
(1.1) - A M + M = / on Q c R" , 
(1.2) M ^ 0 , — ^ 0 , M — = 0 on dQ = F , 
dv dv 
where du/dv denotes the normal derivative with respect to the outward normal v. 
In the class (ii) we restrict ourselves to coercive cases and therefore consider the 
following model problem. 
Problem 0>2: 
(1.3) -Au=f on Q c Rn, 
(1.4) M - 0 on ru c F , 
(1.5) M ^ 0 , du/dv ;*> 0 , M 5M/5V = 0 on Ffl = F --. FM, 
where FM and Fa are nonempty sets which contain subsets open in F. 
Let Q be a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary (see [6] for the definition 
of such domain). We shall use the Sobolev spaces Hk(Q) of functions, the derivatives 
of which up to the order k exist (in the sense of distributions) and are square-inte-
grable in Q. The usual norm of u in Hk(Q) will be denoted by \\u\\k, H°(Q) = L2(Q), 
(f g)o = fgdx. 
JQ 
Let the right hand sides of (l . l) , (1.3) f e L2(Q). 
It is well-known that the Problem 0>t can be recast as follows. Introduce the convex 
set 
K! = {v\ veHl(Q), yv ^ 0} , 
where yv denotes the trace of v on the boundary F, and the functional (potential 
energy) 
&i(v) = i\\v\\l - (f,v)0 . 
( All the results could be easily extended to equations 
J = 1 M Í \ OXjJ ij=idxt 
where atj, a0 are bounded measurable functions, if the matrix [a f/x)] is symmetric, uniformly 
positive definite on Q and a0(x) ^ c > 0 for the class (i) or a0(x) — 0 for the class (ii). 
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Then the problem to find u eKx such that 
(1.6) &x(u) ^ ^x(v)MveK{ 
represents a variational formulation of the Problem @*v 
For the Problem ;^2 we introduce the convex set 
K2 = {v | v eH
l(Q), yv\ru = 0, yv|ra = 0} 
and the functional (potential energy) 
J?2(v) = i\v\l - (/, v)0 , 
where 
|v|2 = |grad v|2 dx . 
J-Q 
Then the problem to find u e K2 such that 
(1.7) &2(u)^&2(v)VveK2 
is a variational formulation of the Problem 0>2. 
The minimization problems (1.6) and (1.7) will be called primary. 
Both the primary problems can be reformulated in terms of the gradient-vector 
(cf. [1], [2], [3]). To this end, let us introduce the set 
(1.8) Q = {X | X e [L2(Q)]\ div X e L2(Q)} , 
where the differential operator 
n 
div X = £ dXJdXi 
is defined in the distribution sense only: 
(1.9) \ X. grad <p dx = - j <p div X dx W/> e C%(Q) . 
J-Q J Q 
For Xe Q, the functional A . V G H i/2(f) can be defined by means of the relation 
(1.10) <2.v,yv> = f (;,.gradv + vdiv A) dx Vve H1^).1) 
J Q 
1) Note that any function w e H1/2(F( can be identified with a trace yv of a function v 6 H (.Q), 
the mapping H1/2(L(—> H1{Q) being linear and continuous (cf. [6]). 
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We write s\r = 0 for an s e H~
1/2(F) if 
<5, yv> ^ 0 Vv e K< . 
Next introduce the set 
* , = {A | A e [L2(0)]"
 + \ A = [A', A„+1], A' e Q , 
A„+1 = / + d i v A ' , A ' . v | r £ 0 } 
and the functional (complementary energy) 
» = i 
The problem to find A0 6 ^ such that 
(1.11) ^i(A°) ^ «^1(A)VAe^r1 
will be called dual tO the primary problem (1.6). 
For the problem ^ 2 , let us introduce the set 
4/2 - {A | A e Q, div A + / = 0, A . v|r<i ^ 0} , 
where s\Fa ^ 0 is defined as follows 
<s, yv} = 0 , Vv e K2 , 
and the functional (complementary energy) 
^2(A) = i I | ] A i p . 
i = l 
The problem to find A0 G ̂ ?/2 such that 
(1.12) ^2(A°) g ^2(A) V A G ^ 2 
will be called dual tO the primary problem (1.7). 
It is easy to prove that both the primary and the dual problems possess unique 
solutions. Moreover, there exists an interpretation of the solutions of the dual 
problems in terms of the solutions to the primary problems. 
Theorem 1.1. 1. Let u be the solution to the primary problem (1.6) and A0 Of the 
dual problem (1.11). Then 
A0 = du/dXf, i = l , . . . , w , A°+1 = u . 
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2. Let u be the solution to the primary problem (1.7) and X° to the dual problem 
1.12. Then 
X° = grad u . 
Let us prove part 1 of the theorem. We shall need the following 
Lemma 1.1. (Saddle point). There exists w e H1/2(F), w _ 0 swell t/zat 
(1.13) ^i(A°) - <A° .v, D> = ^t(X°) - (X° . v, vv> = ^ ( A ) - <A . v, vv> 
V/LeH1 /2(F), /L = 0, V A e g y , 
where 
Qf = {X\Xe [L2(Q)Y
 + 1 X = [X', Xn+l], X' e Q, Xn+i = f + div X'} . 
The p roof is based on the following Corollary of the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
Let V be a normed vector-space, S and T two convex subsets of V such that S 
contains at least one interior point and T does not contain any interior point of S. 
Then a linear bounded functional F e V\ F 4= 0 and a number a e R1 exist such 
that 
(1.14) <F, s> = a = <F, t> V S G S V t e T . 
Let us choose V = Rl x H~1/2(F). Define S as the set of all pairs {^t{X) -
- 5^(A°) + s0; - A . v + s}, where Xe Qf, s0 e R\ s0 = 0, seH~
l/2(T), S r = 0. 
Let T be the set of pairs {-1 0 . - t } , where t0 e R
1, t0 > 0, t e H"
1 / 2(F) , t r = 0. 
S and Tare disjoint. In fact, assuming that 
y\(A) - -^-(A0) + s0 = -t0, -Xv + s = - t , 
we deduce 
^ i W < ^ ° ) , A.v|r = 0 , A e Q / 5 
consequently Xe°U1 and we obtain a contradiction with ( l . l l ) . Obviously, S and T 
are convex. In order to prove that S contains an interior point, let us consider the 
ball 
BE = {^eH~
1/2(r), | M | „ - i , 2 ( n < e } 
and the Neumann problems 
(1.15) —Au + u=f'mQ, du/dv = — \jj on dQ, 
where i// e B£. Denote u,/y the solution of (1.15) and 
(1.15') Xi(u^) = du^/dxi, i = 1, . . . , n , A„+1(w) = t/t/,. 
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Then X(ulJf) e Qf, —A(u(//). v = \j/m Let u0 be the solution of (1.15) for \\i = 0 and 
denote X(u0) the corresponding vector. Then the point [<fA(X(u0)) — ^ t (A
0 ) + £, 0} 
is an interior point of S, because 
(^x(X(u0)) - 9>X(X°), ^x{X(u0)) - <fx(T) + 2s) x B£ c s . 
In fact, the above interval can be obtained for /I = A(u0), 0 < s0 < 2s and the ball 
B£ for s = 0 and 2 = X(u^), \ft e Be. 
Consequently, there exist a0 e R
1, cp e H1/2(F) and a e R1 such that 
(1.16) |a| + ||9||fli/2(r) > 0 , 
aoO^iW - ^ i W + 5o) + <-A . v + s, <p> ^ a ^ - a 0 t 0 + < - t , c/>> 
VXeQf, s0eR
[, s0 = 0 , s e H ~
1 / 2 ( F ) , s| r = 0 , t0 e K
1 , 
t0 > o , tei-r
1/2(r), t\r ^ o . 
Hence a0 ^ 0, <p _• 0 and 
(1.17) « o ( ^ i W - ^i(A0)) - <A • v, <p> H V i e CJ 
follows. 
Suppose that a0 = 0. Then 
(1.18) <X.v,cp} ^ 0 VXeQf. 
But we may write 
X e Qf => A = g° + q
f , / e Q, , g° e 6o , 
where Or is a fixed chosen vector. Consequently, 
(q° . v, (/?> ^ ~ <qf • v, cp} = const Mq° 6 Q0 , 
where Q0 (i.e. g r for f = 0) is a linear subspace of [L2(£>)]"
+1. The operator p : 
: X -* X • v m a P s (?o o n t o 11~~ 1/2(F), therefore (1.18) yields 
<F, <p> ^ const VFGH" 1 / 2 (F ) , 
which implies <p = 0. Thus we arrive at a contradiction with (1.16) and a0 must be 
positive. 
Denoting <p/a0 = w, from (1A7) it follows 
(1.19) 9>x{k°) S ^ i . W ~ <X . v, w> VA G 6 7 , 
where w e H1/2(F), w = 0. 
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Inserting A = X° and using the definition of tyll9 we obtain 
(1.20) <A° . v, w> = 0 . 
Hence 
(1.21) <A°.v,/L> ^ 0 = (X°.v9w} V / f G f /
1 ^ ' ) , fi^ 0 . 
The assertion (1.13) follows from (1.19) and (1.21). Q.E.D. 
The p r o o f of Part 1 of Theorem 1.1. Let us define 
H = [L2(i3)]"
+' , ( A . ^ - S V , , ^ . 
i= 1 
H! = {A e H | 3v e ff0(Q), A = A(v) (see (1.15')>
1) 
H2 = {A e H I J (X'. grad v + vA„ + 1) dx = 0 Vv e H
l
0(Q)} . 
Let u be the solution of the Dirichlet problem 
(1.22) — Au + it = / in Q , yu = w on F, 
where w e H1/2(F), w g: 0 is the function from Lemma 1.1. There exists w0 G H0(Q) 
such that yu0 = w on F and we may write u = u0 + v0, v0 e H0(Q). 
Let A G Q^ Then A — A(u) e H2, because X(u) G Qy. Hj and H2 are orthogonal 
subsets of H, as follows from their definition. 
For A G Qf we may write 
/ (A) = ||A - A(u0)||£ = \\X - A(u) + A(v0)||H = ||A - X(u)\\H + ||A(v0)||w . 
Hence f(q) ^ / (A) for any A G Qf if and only if q = A(u). Using the definitions 
of Qf and (1.10) we obtain 
(A, A(w0))H = (X' . grad u0 + u0(div X' + / ) ] dx = <A . v, w> + (/, u0)0 , 
±/(A) = ^ ( A ) - <A . v, w> - (j\ u0)0 + i||A(u0)||H . 
Consequently, the right-hand inequality of (l.l3), i.e. 
5fx(X°) - <A° . v, w> g £ft(X) ~ <A . v, w> VA e Q, , 
holds if and only if A0 = q = A(u). 
\) H0(&) is the closure of C§{Q) in H
1^). 
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Moreover, we have yu = w ^ 0 on F, 
(1.23) k° . v\r = duldv\r ^ 0 , duldveH~
1/2(r), 
(1.24) <3u/dv, yfi> = <A° . v, w> = 0 
according to (L20). Hence u is a solution of the Problem ^ if the Signorini's condi-
tions (1.2) are taken in the functional sense. Finally, we show that u solves the 
variational problem (1.6) and from the uniqueness if follows that u = u. 
In fact, since Kt is a closed convex cone with the vertex {0}, u is the solution 
of (1.6) if and only if 
(1.25) (u,v\ ^(f,v)0, VvGK 1 ? 
(1.26) (u,u)t = (f9u)0. 
Let us verify (1.25) for u. From (1.22) and (1.10) it follows 
0 S (du/dv, yv} = (grad u . grad v + v divgrad u) dx , Vv e Kt . 
Jn 
On the other hand, (1.22) yields that 
div grad u = u — / . 
Consequently, we have for any v eK1 
0 ^ (grad u . grad v + uv) dx - fv dx = (u, v\ - (/, v)0 . 
J n J Q 
Similarly, from (1.24) we deduce 
0 = (dujdv, yuy = (u, u), - (/, u)0 . Q.E.D. 
The p r o o f of Part 2 of the Theorem 1.1 is analogous. 
2. FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS TO THE PRIMARY PROBLEMS 
To propose a consistent dual finite element analysis, we shall consider straight 
triangular elements only and therefore study problems on polygonal domains. 
In fact, there would be difficulties with curved equilibrium elements for solving 
dual problems of class (ii). For class (i), it seems that the application of curved 
finite elements in the analysis is possible, but the construction of one-sided approxima-
tions (see Section 3) becomes then more complicated. 
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For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to plane polygonal domains, which leads, 
on the other hand, to some excessive regularity assumptions imposed upon the 
solution. We believe, however, that the results on the rate of convergence could 
hardly be reached without such regularity requirements. 
Thus let Q cz R2 be a polygonal bounded domain. We carve it into triangles T 
generating triangulation 3Th. Denote h the maximal side of all triangles in ZTh. Let 
Vh be the space of continuous piecewise linear polynomials on the triangulation 3Th. 
We say that the family of triangulations {&~h} with 0 < h ^ 1 is a-/?-regular, 
if there exist positive a and /?, independent of h and such that (i) the minimal angle 
of all triangles in 2Th is not less than a for any h and (ii) the ratio between any two 
sides of £Th is less than /?. 
Define 
Klh = { v | v e V „ v | r = 0} = Vhr.Kt9 
K2h = {v | ve Vh, v\Fu = 0, v\ta = 0} = Vh(\K2 . 
We say that uh e Kih (i = .1, 2) is & finite element approximation to the primary 
problem ^h if 
(2.1) ^ , (u , ) = ^ . ( v ) , VveKih. 
Since Kih are closed convex subsets of H
J(0), it is easy to see that there exist unique 
solutions of the problems (2A). To find them we can apply e.g. the algorithm of 
Gauss-Seidel with constraints, as follows. 
Any v eVh can be written in the form 
M 
v(x) = I VJ <PJ(X) > 
j=l 
where cpj represent the basis functions. Then it holds 
veKlho{vjk = 0, k = 1, . . . , p , p < M } 5 
where the indeces jk correspond with the boundary nodes PJk of 3Th. Similarly, we 
have 
veK2ho {vJq = 0 if PJq e Tu, vJr ^ 0 if PJr e Ea} . 
The functional £Pt(v) on Kih may be written in the form 
S£.(v) = vTAv - fv , 
where 
v = (vu . . . , v M )
T , fj = ( / , ^ ) o 
-4-0- = (^»' ̂ I)i o r ^0- = S r a d 9 / • ^ r a d ^ i d x » 
J Q 
respectively, (i, j = 1, . . . , M). 
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We choose an initial vector v° e Kih. Then vectors v
UJ, v2,j, . . . (j = 1,2, . . . , M ) 
are calculated step by step, where 
vm-j = (^,...,vj,v'^l,...,v:rv), m = 1,2, . . . . 
vlu = f>roJ<o.oo) vjk f °
r k = 1, •.., P and vm = vm otherwise, or 
«7. = o if p , , 6 r „ , 
^ = Proj<0>o0)f57r if PJrera, 
$7 = (-1 -V? - S ̂ vr' + /My, 0 = i,.. •, M) , 
* < 1 i > j 
Pr°j<o,oo) w = max{0, w} . 
It is well known (see e.g. [5] Chapt. 4 § 1.4) that 





uh = z ^j^j • 
1=1 
Next let us estimate the distance between the solutions u and uh of the problems 
(J .6) or (1.7) and (2A). To this end, we shall need the following 
Lemma 2.1. (cf. [7]). Let f(v) be the functional defined on a closed convex subset 
M of a Banach reflexive space B. Suppose that f is twice differentiate in B (in the 
sense of Gateaux) and the second differential is positive definite and continuous, 
i.e., such positive constants a0 and c exist that 
U1І2 ^ f'(u\z,z)<,c\z\2 , MueM, Vz e B . 
Let Mh a M be a closed convex set. Denote the minimizing elements of f(v) over 
M and Mh by u and uh, respectively. Suppose that there exists wh e Mh such that 
2w — whe M. Then it holds 
(c\12 
(2.3) ||u - uh\\ S I — ) IIM - vv/?|| . 
Proof. From the Taylor's theorem it follows that such S exists that 0 < 9 < Land 
(2.4) S(uh) = f(u) + f'(u, uh - u) + f"(u + S(uh - u); uh - u, uh - u) ^ 
^ / ( w ) + <*0\\uh ~~
 w l | 2 > 
because 
f(u, uh - II) .> 0 . 
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On the other hand, for any v e Mh we have 
f(v) = / (w) + f'(u, v - u) + f"(u + ^ ( v - u); v - u, v - u) = / ( i i f c ) . 
Inserting v = wh and v = 2u — wh into the condition / ' ( u , v — w) _ 0, we obtain 
f'(u, wh- u) = 0 
and consequently, 
(2.5) f(uh) = / (w„) = f(u) + / > + S2(w„ - u); w„ - u, w„ - u) g 
^ / ( " ) + c\\wh - u||
2 . 
Finally, (2.4) and (2.5) result in (2.3). Q.E.D. 
Applying Lemma 2.1 to problems (1.6), (1.7) and (2.1), we may set / = JSf,-, 
M = Kh Mh = Kih (i = 1, 2), B = H
1^) for (1.6) and B = {v e H1^), yv|ru - 0} 
for (1.7), Then it is readily seen that a0 = c = 1 can be taken for <£x and c = 1, 
a0 > 0 for <£%. 
Thus if we find wheKih such that 2w — wheKi (i = 1,2) and wh sufficiently 
close to u, then uh is of the same order of accuracy as wh. Fortunately, we can prove 
the following 
Theorem 2.1. Assume that u e H2(Q) and u e H2(Fm), m = 1, . . . , G, where Fm 
denotes any side of the polygonal boundary F. 
Then there exists wh e Vh such that 
(2.6) 0 = wh = u on F 




with C independent of h and u. 
Proof is based on two auxiliary lemmas. 
Lemma 2.2. (One-sided approximation of u on the boundary). Let u satisfy 
the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Then there exists a linear spline function ij/h e C(F) 
with nodes given by the triangulation 2Th, such that 
(2.8) 0 = \j/h = u on F , 
(2.9) \\uj - ^ | | 2 ( r ) = h






where Uj is the linear interpolate of u on F (with the same nodes) 
I M I C ( D =: max kOOl> 
k l l r m = f [d
2<p/d_2]2dS 
Jr,„ 
Proof. Consider the nodes of 3~h on any closed polygonal part dQk) of the bound-
ary F and denote the corresponding arc parameters by 0 = st < s2 < . . . < s„. 
Let (pj9 (j =•- 1,2, . . . , n) be the basis linear spline functions on dQk((pj(s^ = 8jt) 
and define 
n 
Sh = {_ € RB | 0 ^ X «. .>_•(-) = «(*) .
 Vs 6 ->---} • 
We say that «_° 6 SA is the maximal element of SA if 
<j) I fl/<Pj ds = ty Z a;<Pi d 5 , Vo e SA . 
Jar_k1-1 Jd_?k1-1 
The maximal element of SA exists. In fact, it is readily seen that SA is bounded, since 
0 ^ aj ^ u(Sj) ^ \\u\\Cin ^ C\\u\\2 , 
and closed in Rn. The integral to be maximized is a continuous function of a, conse-
quently, the maximum is attained in the compact set SA. 
Let us denote 
n 
1=i 
Then for any j = 1, . . . , n at least one of the following two conditions is satisfied: 
( P I ) ^ ( s , ) = «(_,), 
(P 2) 3<ry e <_,._., s,) U (s,-, Sj + , > , 
(where we define So = _•„, sn + 1 = st) such that 
**fo) = "(".) > (d,A/./ds) (*.) = (d«/ds) (<r,) .2) 
*) Q is a multiply connected domain, in general. 
2) From ueH2(rm) it follows that du/dsG C(Fm). 
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In fact, let for some j 0 neither (P l) nor (P 2) hold. Then obviously a positive £ 
exists such that 
V = *K + £<P/o = u , Vs e d ^ . 
But then 
ci) ^ ds < (h i/^ds, 
Ćßř< бí}k 




(z)(sj-z)dz, u(sj) ~ ýk(sj) = 
|«(Sj)-^)|
2 = ''3£ (^Jd 
and (2.9) follows. Q.E.D, 
Lemma 2.3. Let cp e C(F) be a linear spline-function with the nodes determined 
by the a-fi-regular triangulation &~h. 
Then there exists vh e Vh such that vh = cp on F and 
(2.10) K l i ž C A - 1 / 2 | | « 7 > | | C ( r ) . 
Proof. Denote Te 3~h the closed triangles and let Qh be the union of all Te 9~h 
such that TH F + 0- Thus Qh is a ''boundary strip" of Q. Let v,, e 7fc, vh = 0 
in .Q — .Q,, and vft = cp on F. Obviously, we have 
max |v„(x)| = ||<p||c(r) • 
In any triangle Te Qh with the sides a = b = c, it holds 
\dvjdxk\ = | n jn 3 | , (k = 1, 2) , 
where n is the vector normal to the plane graph of x3 = vh(xl9 x2)- Since 
|n3 | = a
2 sin a , |nfc| ^ 2c max \vh\ = 2c||<l>||C(n > 
jceT 
we obtain, making use of the a-/?-regularity of ^ , 
l ^ jax . l ^ 2ca^2(sina)-1 ||<p||C(r) <; Cli"
1 H^| | c t o , VTe <T„, 
where C is independent of h, cp and T, because 
cc r 2 £ c - ^ s i n a ) " 2 = ( m i n e ) "
1 (sin*)""2 ^ £ n ^ ( s i n a ) ~ 2 . 
Te.Th ' 
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Finally, we have (cf. also "inverse inequalities" for Vh spaces) 
H I ? = J U +ti ( £
A J ) dx = C mes Qh\\cp\\
2
C{n(\ + / T * ) . 
Since mes Qh < Ch, (2.10) follows. Q.E.D. 
P roo f of T h e o r e m 2.1. Let \j/h be the one-side approximation of u from Lemma 
2.2. Introducing 
(2.H) <p = uj - \j/h, 
we construct the function vh e Vh according to Lemma 2.3. Let ur be the linear inter-
polate of w on the triangulation £Th. Then the function 
wh = Wj - vh e Vh 
satisfies (2.6) and (2.7). In fact, on F it holds 
Wh = Wj - <p = \j/h 
and (2.8) implies (2.6). 
Furthermore, it is well known that 
(2.12) ||w — Uj\\t = Ch||w||2 . 
From (2.9) and (2.10), (2.11) we obtain 
G 
(2.13) H I , ^ Ch-l/2\\Ul - <h||c(r) ^ cHZ !"|i.r„,)
1/2 • 
m = l 
Since 
W — Wh = W — Wj + Wj — Wh = W — Wj + v,,, 
from (2.12) and (2A3) we deduce (2.7). Q.E.D. 
Corollary 2,1. Let t/ie assumptions of Theorem 2.1 be satisfied. Let uh be the 
finite element approximation to the primary problem 0>\. Then 
(2.14) ||u -uh\, = 0(h). 
The p roof follows from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2A , because 
2w — wh = u — wh = 0 on T , 
consequently, 2w — wheKi and wheKlh. Q.E.D. 
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As the finite element approximations to the primary problem 0>2 are concerned, 
one can prove an analogue of Theorem 2.1, where u — 0 on FM and u e H
2(Fm H Fa) 
is assumed. Then the rate of convergence (2.14) is also valid. 
3. FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE FIRST DUAL PROBLEM 
In case of the dual problems, we have to distinguish strictly the problems (1.H) 
and (1.12), because of the different construction of the finite-dimensional subsets 
of <Wt and ^ 2 . 
Let us start with approximate solutions of the problem (1.11). Using the definition 
of °ttx, we transform (1.11) into an equivalent problem: to find q° e °i/0 such that 
(3.1) l(q°)^l(q) Vqe®0, 
where 
#o = {q |qeQ , 4 . v | r = 0 } , 
(3.1/) /(g) - i( t ht\\o + ||div qfo) + (/, div q)0 . 
i = i 
Then 
A° = a ° , (i= 1 » ) , A°+1 = j+div<7°. 
Consider again the a-^-regular triangulations 3~h of Q c= R
2 and the spaces Vh of 
linear splines on 3~h. Introducing the subset 
*0* = *»n [V„Y . 
we may define: 
a vector qh e °U0h will be called a finite element approximation to the dual problem 
(3.1), if 
(3.2) Kqh)^l(q) Vge^o/ , -
The linear space Q with the norm 
lkllfl = (EIWIo + |divc2p
i/2 
i = l 
is a Hilbert space, %0 is closed in Q and convex. Then °tt0h is convex and closed 
in Q and the problem (3.2) possesses a unique solution. 
Let {w1, w2, . . . , wN} create a basis of Vfc. Then 
N 
qe<*oio{q = ZyJw
i, By 2: 0} , 
where B is a (p x N) matrix and the rank of B equals p, p < N. 
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The conditions By = 0 are generated by the boundary condition q . v|r = 0. 
The problem (3.2) can be rewritten as follows: 
(3.3) F(y) = iyTAy - yTb = min 
over the set 
(3.4) Y={yeR\ By = 0} , 
where A is the corresponding Gramm matrix and b is a vector. 
Since the matrix B is not diagonal, we do not employ the algorithm of Gauss-
Seidel with constraints, but use e.g. the algorithm of Uzawa (cf. [5]), which transforms 
the side conditions into a simpler form. 
Denote 
Rp+ = {z | z e R
p, z = 0} 
and choose an arbitrary z1 e Rp+. Then we solve the problem 
Ay1 = b + B V . 
Having ym and zm (m = 1,2, . . . ) , we calculate 
z"^1 = P,,(zm - oBym), 
Aym+l = b + BTzm+1 , 
where PR is the projection of R
p onto R + , i.e. 
zf 1 = max {0; zm - O(Bym),.} , j = 1, . . . , p 
and O is a sufficiently small positive parameter. 
It is well known (cf. [5] chpt. 4, § 5.1) that 
lim ||ym — y°||RN = 0 for m -> oo . 
where y° is the solution of (3.3), (3.4). 
To obtain an estimate of the distance between the solutions q° and qh of the 
problem (3.1) and (3.2), respectively, we may again apply Lemma 2A , where # = I, 
M = $r0, Mfc = °ll0h, B = Q, a0 = c = 1. Consequently, for any vector t
ft e ?/0/j 
such that 2g° - th e <%09 it holds 
(3.5) \\q°-q%=\\q°-t%. 
A suitable vector th can be found, as follows from 
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Theorem 3.1. Assume that q° e [H2(Q)]2 and q° . v e H2(Fm) m - 1, . . ., G, 
where Fm denotes any side of the polygonal boundary F. 
Then there exists th e °Uoh such that 
(3.6) 0 g t \ v ^ q° . v on F 
(almost everywhere) and, if the triangulations are a-/?-regular, 
(3.7) |«°-»*|a^C*(i|«jJ|5 + il«3».viS.(rJ
I/a 
. , . . . , , . . , . . 1=1 W = l 
with C independent of h and q°. 
For the proof we need two auxiliary Lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. (One-sided approximation of the flux on the boundary). Let 
q° e °U0 satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. Then there exist linear spline 
functions xjj™ e C(Fm), with the nodes determined by the triangulation 3Th and 
such that 
(3.8) 0 g ijj7;; ^ q° . v on Tm Mm, 
(3.9) i k r v - ^ n ^ ^ h 3 i i g ° . v | 2 5 r w , 
m = l 
where \j/h is defined on {JTm in such a way that its restrictions on to Tm equal \jj™, 
furthermore m 
IM|r.a> = max (sup \(p(s)\), 
1 ^ m ^ G se rm 
q® denotes the linear interpolate of q° on 3Th and the seminorm [-kr^ ^
as been 
defined in Lemma 2.2. 
Proof . For brevity, denote q°.v = t and let t7 be the linear interpolate of t on Fm 
with the nodes of 3Th. Note that 
tj = q°j . v . 
The assertions (3.8), (3.9) can be proved like (2.8), (2.9) in Lemma 2.2, replacing 
only r by Fm and u by t. 
Lemma 3.2. Let cpme C(Pm), m = \, ...,G be the linear spline-functions with 
the nodes determined by the a-/?-regular triangulation -T]v 
Then there exists wh e [V/,]2 such that wh. v = cpm on Fm for all m = 1, . . ., G and 
(3.io) ( i l K | | D , / 2 = ch-</2H|r,OT, 
1=1 
where cp is a function such that its restrictions onto Im coincide with cpm for all m. 
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Proof . Consider again the "boundary strip" Qh of Q like in the proof of Lemma 
2.3. We set w*(bf) = 0, j = V 2 at all vertices bte Q — F. Then it suffices to deter-
mine and estimate the values wj(crf) at the vertices a{e F. 
1. Let at be a vertex of the polygonal boundary. Denote cp(at +) , cp(at —) the limits 
of cp from both sides of the vertex at and v + , v— the corresponding unit outward 
normals to the boundary. By the conditions be 
wh(at) . v - = (p(at-) , 
wh(at) . v+ = (p(at + ) 
the values w*(af), j = 1, 2 are determined and it holds 
(3.11) |w*(«,-)| g ( |^(fl , -) | + |p(a, + )|) (sin a , . | " \ j = 1,2, 
where oct is the interior angle of F at the vertex at. 
2. Let ai e Fm be a vertex of £Th but not a vertex of F. Denote v = (vl5 v2) the unit-
normal to Tm and let 
K | = max{|vj| , |v2|} . 
Since 2v\ ;> v\ + v? = 1, we have |v*| ^ 1/^/2. We choose 
wl(at) = v,"
1 <p(a;) 
and the remaining component 
WpK) = 0 , (R + k). 
Then obviously 
(3.12) |w*(a,.)| g V(2) ^(aOl , J = 1,2. 
From (3.11), (3.12) it follows that a constant C exists such that 
|w}(«.)| £C\\<p\\r>a3(j = 1,2), Va.-eE 
and consequently, 
max ||wî||C(õ) й C||<D||Гf00 
1 = 1 , 2 
Using the a-/i-regularity of 3 h, we can derive the estimate 
\dw)/dxk\ S Ch~
J |(B-|| r )00 V T e ^ 
(cf. the proof of Lemma 2.3) with C independent of /?, cp and T The rest of the proof 
is parallel to that of Lemma 2.3. Q.E.D. 
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Proof of T h e o r e m 3.1. Let \\/h be the function defined in Lemma 3.1. Introduc-
ing 
9 = q°i - v - il/h , 
we construct the vector-function wh e [V/,]2 according to Lemma 3.2. Then the func-
tion 
<> = q°-W»e[VhY 
satisfies (3.6) and (3.7). In fact, on every F„, it holds 
th. v = q? . v - <pm = M 
and (3.8) yields (3.6). Besides, we have 
(3-13) ||(«° - q0t)j\\, S Ch\\q% 0 = 1 , 2 ) , 
(3-14) l!«l|e = C ( i | k , | |
2 ) 1 / 2 V « E G . 
From Lemma 3.1 and 3.2 it follows that 
(3-15) (Z II^I2)"2 ^ C7r"2|| «? . v - ^h\\r,M ^ Ch(i\q° . v|>.,J'
/2 . 
j = l m - 1 
Since we may write 
||q° - t% = ||q° - q? + w% ^ ||q° - q°||Q + IklQ, 
(3A3), (3A4) and (3A5) result in (3.7). Q.E.D. 
Corollary 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 be satisfied. Let qh be the finite 
element approximation to the problem (3.1). Then 
1«° - 9% = o(h) • 
The p roo f follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.1. In fact, 
( 2 q 0 - r f c ) . v | r = q°.v|r-^.v|r = 0 
by virtue of (3.6). Therefore 2q° - th e W0, t
he°i/0h and we may use (3.5), (3.7). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1. If qh is a solution of (3.2), then 
A* = {q*, q* J + div q*} e ^ 
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is an approximation to the dual problem ( l .U) . By virtue of Theorem 1.1 and 
Corollary 3.1, it holds for h -> 0 
||«? - du/dxth =0(h), (< = 1,2), 
||div </+/-«||0 = o(h). 
In Section 6 we present also some a posteriori error estimates for qh. 
4. FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS TO THE SECOND DUAL PROBLEM 
Let us consider the dual problem (1.12). Assume that the boundary V consists of J 
mutually disjoint closed polygons dQj i.e., let 
j 
(A I) r = U dQj, dQj f| 8Qk = 0 for j 4= fc 
7 = 1 
and let 
(A 2) mes (dQj ()ru)>0, j = 1, . . . , J . 
Consider again the a-/?-regular triangulations ^ of .Q and assume that 
(A 3) the boundary points of Fa are vertices of 2Th. 
Let us construct a fixed vector l e g such that 
div I + / = 0 . 
(We may choose e.g. 1 = {I,, 0}, where 
i. = - rj(t, x2) do. 
Then it is readily seen that 
(4.1) Xe%2ol - 1 = qGK, 
where 
K = {q | q e Q, div q = 0, q . v\Ta = - I . v j r j . 
Instead of the finite element subspaces Vh we have to work with subspaces of "equi-
librium elements" which satisfy the equation 
div q = 0 
at least in the sense of distributions (cf. (1.9)). To this end we construct piecewise 
linear vector-functions as follows (cf. [2], [3] and the references therein). 
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For any triangle Te STh we define the set 
./#(T) = {q | q e [P,(T)]2 , div q = 0} . 
Henceforth Pi(4.) denotes the space of linear polynomials on the set A. 
Furthermore, let 
^ = { q | q e [ L 2 ( 0 ) ]
2 , q | r e Ji(T) VTe <Thi q . v | r + q .v | r , = 0 V x e L n P ' } , 
where the last conditions means that the "flux" q. v is continuous when crossing any 
interelement boundary between any two adjacent triangles T and T'. 
It is easy to see that Jfh is a linear finite-dimensional manifold and that Jfh cz Q, 
because div q = 0 for any q e Jrh in the sense of distributions. 
Let us define the mapping 
nre^([H\T)f; [Pr(T)]
2) 
by the conditions that the L2(S,)-projection of the flux X' v\s. is equal to the flux 
(nTX). v|s. for each side St of the triangle T Define also the set 
M(Q) = {X | X e [ H 1 ^ ) ] 2 , div X = 0} 
and the mapping rh of M(Q) by the conditions 
(rhX)\T = nTX MTeZTh. 
It can be proved (cf. [3]) that 
(4.2) rh e 2>{®{Q); JTh) 
and 
(4.3) ||A - rhX\\[LAQ)}2 ^ Ch
2\X\2 VI e [H
2(Q)f , 
where C is independent of h and X, 
l*.2 = (i i i->"^iis)i/2 • 
i = l j«l = 2 
Assume moreover that 
(A 4) 3 G e [H2(~?)]2 , div G = 0 , G . v|ra = -X . v\Ta. 
Let us denote — X.v\r = g and construct the function gh e L2(Ffl) such that the restric-
tions gh\s. are the L^S/^-projections of g onto Pi(Sk) for each side Sk c Fa of the 
triangulation 3Th. Note that #,, is piecewice linear with discontinuites at every node, 
in general. 
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Using (4A), we can derive that the problem (1.12) is equivalent with the following 




J(q) = i\\q\\2+(l,q), 
2 2 
EIMIo. (*» i) = Z (4 «i)o • 
 
i = l i = i 
We say that qh e Kh is a finite element approximation to the dual problem (4.4) if 
(4.5) J(qh)^J(q) Vq e Kh , 
where 
^ = {q | q e ^V„, q • v| r a ^ #ft} . 
Since Kh is convex and closed in [L2(.Q)]
2, the problem (4.5) has a unique solution. 
Let us describe the algorithm of solving (4.5) in detail. Any element q' e Jfh is 
determined by a vector p of N" flux parameters" (see [3]), N being equal to six-times 









/r = [#, . . . ,Pi]\2) 
qe denotes the restriction of q onto Te and the (6 x 6) matrix Ce is regular, because 
the inverse matrix is 
C ľ 1 
v<3) v2
3> 0 
v<'> v ^ 0 
0 0 
(2) „ ( 2 ) 
0 
0 0 vY> v</> 0 
v<2) v<2) 
v<3) v<3> 
with v(k) denoting the outward unit normal to the side Sk = akak + i, (k = 1, 2, 3 
and a4 = a j . 
1) The superscript " T " denotes the transposed matrix. 
2 ) p) are defined as limits of the flux q . v at the vertices of a side of Te. The components of p9 
however, are not independent — see (4.9), (4.10). 
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For x e Te we may write q in terms of the restricted basis functions: 
« ! ( * ) = . £ q%aj) <pj(x), ( / = 1,2). 
j=l 
If we introduce the vector-functions 
* , =[</>,, 0,<p2 ,0 ,</>3,0]
T , 
<P2 = [0,<pu 0, </>2, 0, <p3f , 
then obviously 
Í І = ( ^ ) T Ф I = ^ V , (i = 1,2), 
Г (<f:)2 dx = (we)т j Ф;Ф
T dx we . 
J Tc J Te 
Consequently, we have 
2 2 
(4-6) IIMIo = i I ( (^)2dx = X(w )̂T f (*.*! +*2*I) d 
i = 1 i =••1 7 e e . 7 h J T e Te J r^ 
Te 
where A is symmetric and positive definite. In fact, 
(<Pt<P\ + <1>2<1>I)dxCe 
are symmetric and positive definite 6 x 6 matrices, because 




Likewise, we may write 
h(hq,)0 = Í Z í Lí»>
edx = - Etb'f/r = -bT/+ 
where 
(4.7) ь c = - E c £ I,Ф: dx . 
Consequently, (4.5) is equivalent with the problem to find /? e M such that 
(4.8) f(P) = f(h) Vj8e#, 
where 
S(P) = i/PA/J - bT/J, 
.^ = {/? e Rv, D/3 = 0, E/J ^ e(I)} . 
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Here D is a Pi x N matrix corresponding (i) to N/6 conditions of the vanishing 
divergence — of the form (cf. [3]) 
(4.9) h(pe2 + fi%) + l2(Pl + ft) + h{P\ + PI) = 0 , 
(lt denotes the length of the side St of Te) and (ii) to conditions of continuity for the 
fluxes along the interelement boundaries — of the form 
(4.10) ft + ft = 0 . 
Thus Dp = 0 if and only if thre corresponding function q belongs to *Wh. 
Finally £ is a (p2 x N) matrix such that £/? = e(X) corresponds with the condition 
q.v|ra = gh. The rows of £ consist of zeros and one unit. One can easily verify that 
under the assumptions (A 1), (A 2), (A 3) we have p = px -f p2 < N. 
Let us denote 
ß -И-
To solve the problem (4.8) we can use again e.g. the algorithm of Uzawa (see, however, 
Remarks 6.2 — 6.7). 
Introduce the convex set 
A = {zeRp\zj_ ej(X) for j < Pi} 
and choose an arbitrary z 1 e A. Then we solve the problem 
Ap1 = b -f B V . 
Having pm and zm, (m — 1, 2, . . .), we calculate 
zm+l _ p^zm _ QBpmj 
Apm + 1 = b + BTzm+l , 
where PA is the projection of R
p onto A, i.e. 
fy; = tj , j = pt , y = PAt O s 
[Vj = max {ej(l), tj] , j > p, 
and g is a sufficiently small positive parameter. 
It can be shown (cf. e.g. [5]-chpt. 4, § 5A) that 
(4.11) lim ||j8M - P\\PN == 0 . 
m-+ oo 
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5. CONVERGENCE OF THE FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS 
TO THE SECOND DUAL PROBLEM 
In this section we analyze the distance between the solutions q° and qh of the 
problems (4.4) and (4.5), respectively. Then setting Xh = I + qh, we obtain the 
distance between the solution 1° = 1 + q° of (1.12) and A*, as X° - Xh = q° - qh. 
Define the following convex cones 
* = {q e Q | div q = 0, q . v\Fa ^ 0} , 
«* = * n ^ * = { 9 e ^ | q . v J ^ O } . 
Under the assumption (A 4) it holds 
(5.1) q° - G = UeV. 
If we construct the projection rhG, then rhGe J
r
h according to (4.2). Note that the 
flux (rhG). v\Sk coincides with the L2(Sfc)-projection of G. v = — l.v = gontoP^S^ 
on each triangle side Sfc c Ffl, therefore 
(rhG) . v = gh on Ta . 
Thus the difference 
(5.2) q"-rhG=Uhe% 
and we come to the equivalence 
qeKhoq - rhG = Vhe^h. 
Lemma 5.1. Let a Wh e %h exist such that 2U - Whe <€. Then it holds 
(5.3) | | , ° - , * | | £ | | t / - Wi|| + | |6 - r.611 . 
Proof . Set q = G + Wh. Then q e K and 
2q° - q = 2(G + U) - (G + Wh) = G + 2U - Wh eK . 
The solution q° of (4.4) satisfies the inequalities 
DJ(q\ q ~ q°) ^ 0 , 
DJ(q\ 2q° - q - q°) = DJ(^, q° - q) ^ 0 , 
where 
DJ(q, p) = (q, P) + (I p) 
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is the Gateaux differential of J. Consequently, 
(5.4) 0 = DJ(q°, q - q°) = DJ(q°, Wh - U) = (q°, Wh - U) + (X, Wh - U) , 
Second, let us choose q — G + Uhe K. Since q — q° — (J,, — U, we obtain 
(5.5) 0 _ DJ(q°, q - q°) = DJ(q°, U„ - U) = (q°, U„ - U) + ( I , U„ - U) . 
Finally, choosing q = rhG + Whe Kh, we may write 
(5.6) 0 _ Dj(q», q-qh)= Dj(qh, Wh - U„) = (q \ W, - U„) + ( I , W, - U„) . 
Using (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6), we obtain 
(5.7) (q° - q \ Uh - Wh) = (q°, U - W„ - U + U„) + (q», Wh - Uh) _ 
_ (X, Wh-U) + (X, U- Uh) + (X, U„ - W„) = 0 . 
Since 
qo _qn_G+u_ {rhG +Uh) = G_ r f i + U - U h , 
making use of (5.7), we may write 
||l° - * T - (9° ~ 9*, 6 " rAG) + (q° - q \ U - U„ + (Uh - IV,)) -
- (q° - q", G - rfi + U - Wh) _ ||q° - q»|| {||<_ - r,G|| + || U - W„||} 
Q.E.D. 
The next problem is to show that there exists Wh e
 (€h sufficiently close to U. 
Fortunately, we can prove the following 
Theorem 5.1. Let U - q° - G e [H2(Q)f and U . v e H2(Fm f) -T_) for any side 
Fm Of the polygonal boundary F. 
Then there exists Wh e
 (€h such that 2U — Whe <£ and 
\\u - w„\\ _ c{h2\u\2 + h
3" i \u. v\HHrM). 
The p roo f is based on two auxiliary lemmas. 
Lemma 5.2. (One-sided approximation of the boundary flux). Let the assumptions 
of Theorem 5.1 hold. Then there exists a piecewise linear function \j/h on F with 
the nodes determined by the triangulation 2Th (discontinuous at the nodes, in gene-
ral) and such that 
(5.8) i//h ds (rhU).vds, j = 1,2, . . . , J 
(5-9) | | ( r A U ) . v - ^ | | , г Ю _ C h
2 _ ; | U . v | н 
0 _ _.„ _ U . v on ra, 
M 






d2^/d52 | |L2(rmnra). 
Proof. Denote U . v = t and (rhU).v — tft. Let st be the parameters of the nodes 
of 2Th on F. Consider the interval-side- St = (sh s i + 1) c Fa. Let t7 be the linear 
function such that tT = t at the end-points s,- and s i + 1 . First we construct a func-
tion on S(. 
1. If t _ tj for all s G (sf, sJ + i), we set i/^ = t7. Then obviously */>£ _ 0 on S( and 
we obtain for the L2(S,) norms 
(5.10) | | ^ - th\\ _ ||t - tx\\ + ||t - t„|| _ C/i
2||t"|| , 
where t" — d2t/ds2. In fact, tA is the L2(S ^-projection of t onto the subspace Pi(S,) 
and we may use the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma (cf. [8]) to get the estimate for t — th. 
The same Lemma can be employed to estimate t — tr. 
2. Let there exist points s e St with t < t7. Since H
2(Fm f) Ffl) c C
1 (/"-,. f) I^), 
we can find a point o e St such that the tangent to the graph of t at r/ lies under the 
graph of t and, if ^ is the function, the graph of which coincides with the tangent, 
then */>„ _ 0 on S,. We have — for the L2(St) norms — 
IN - 't|| ̂  W„ - til + II' - ',1 • 
As in the p r o o f of Lemma 2.2 we obtain 
m a x | < S ) - . A i ( s ) | ^ h




(5-11) WH - 'if ^ Chit"|| • 
In this way we construct a piecewise linear function \j/h on the whole Ffl such that 
Mst = ri VS.cz Ffl. 
From (5.10), (5.11) it follows that 
M 
lJ < II2 ^ rU± V l!*"l|2 
L2(rmnra) 
 
(5.12) Џ„ - tћ\\l2(Гa) = £ Џћ - f A | | U > ѓ Ch* £ |f-
s 
Si^zГa m = i 
Define 
where 
фh = th + Aj on ôQj - Fa, jř = 1, 2, . . . , J, 
A; - [mes (őfí, - FЈ]'1 ľ (th - ^ ) ds , 
Ј ÕПjПГa 
Aj = 0 if <9í2; f) L« = 0 . 
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Then it is easy to verify (5.8). Moreover, we have 
I!*/'/, - th\\2L2(cnj-ra) =
 A i mes(d.Q_/ - Ffl) = \\th ~ il/h\\l2(dQjnra) = 
M 
< Ch* V lit"II2 
= t n Z.v \\l IIL2(r,Mur«) • 
m = l 
Thus we are led to the estimate (5.9). Q.E.D. 
Lemma 5.3. Let a piecewise linear (discontinuous) function cp on F be given 
(with the nodes determined by ^7~h) such that 
(5.13) j cpds = 0 , j = 1,2, . . . ,J . 
JvQj 
Then there exists a vector-function wh e Jfh such that 
wh . v = cp o n F , 
(5-14) ||w~|| й CҺ-1І2ЫL 2<Г) 
Proof . Consider the "boundary strip" Qh of Q like in the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
We may write 
o* = U &H 
1=1 
Fig. 1 
where &jj is adjacent to the polygon dQj. We determine wh e J^,, by means of properly 
chosen flux parameters /? on the sides of ,Th, such that 
supp wh e Qh . 
To this end we consider the strip QJh. On dQj we choose the flux parameters equal 
to the corresponding values of cp and equal to zero on dQ[ — dQj. As the sides 
connecting vertices of dQj and dQ{ — dQj are concerned, we set j8k = 0 at the "inter-
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nal" vertices belonging to dQ[ — dQjy but the parameters /?; at the external vertices 
on dQj remain to be determined. To each of these sides ll9 /2, . . ., ln9 a parameter pt 
is attached, i = 1, . . . , n (see Fig. 1). 
First assume that each Tt e Q[ has at most one side on dQj. The conditions of the 
form (4.9) and (4.10) generate a system of n equations 
(5.15) ap = h, 
where 
fln = - / , - , i = 1, 2, . . . , n , 
« U + 1 = ' i + l > i = 1, . . . , w - 1 , 
and the remaining entries of the matrix o vanish. Furthermore, 
&. = ~L(<Pm + </°m)> 
or b{ = 0 if T, f) ^ j *
s a vertex only. The assumption (5.13) implies that 
% 
Fig. 2 
Consequently, the last equation can be omitted. If we choose px = 0, the remaining 
system has the following solution 
(5.16) Һ-IГЧЬ,, ŕ = 2,3, n . 
p=l 
Second, let a triangle Tk e Q[ have two sides lq and lq+i on c)f2y (see Fig. 2). We 
obtain the equation 
{Pk + ft) /* = -hiVc + O - ',+ ifa« + i + P,++i) • 
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Then e.g. fik = 0 may be chosen and fik calculated. The remaining system has again 
the form (5A5). It looks like the system for a "truncated" triangulation of dQ[ — Tk, 
with fik and fik
+ being considered as given outward flux parameters. 
Using (5A6) and the a-/r-regularity of &'h, we obtain 
(5.71) |)8,| = 2 / r ' l f \ds\ S 2Kl ! \q>\ ds £ C/7-' ||<p||L2(r) , 
Jo J dQj 
(i = 1, . . . , n ; j = 1, . . . , M ) . 
The same estimate is true for fik and the other parameters in case of Fig. 2. The esti-
mate (5.17) is true also for the boundary parameters cpm, cp
 + . In fact, we have 
f V ds = (ije) [<pi + (9:„f + (<pm + «,;,-] *> (/m/6) (\cpm\
2 + \<P:\2) , 
consequently 
H 2 + Kl2 = 6CH|i2(r) = c/î lkHLr). 
Let T c jQ̂  be an arbitrary triangle. From (5.17) we derive that 
|w^(e)| ^ (sina)-1 c^- 1 ] !^! !^^ 
holds for any vertex Q of T Consequently, we obtain the same estimate for |wj(x)| 
at any x e Qh and therefore 
£ í (wl)2 dx ^ Ch-2\\<p\\ll{n mes Qh f£ Ch~> | |<p||^ ( r ), 
•-1 Jth. 
because mes Qh = Ch. Q.E.D. 
P roof of Theo rem 5A. Let \j/h be the one-sided approximation from Lemma 5.2. 
We set 
9 = (rhU) • v - \l/h 
and consider the "extension" wh e Jrh from Lemma 5.3. Then the function Wh = 
= rhU — w
h satisfies the conditions of the Theorem. In fact, we have Wh e Jfh 
and 
Wh.v = (rhU). v - q> = \j/k 
on F, therefore 
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holds on r„. Consequently, Wh e ^h. Moreover, 
div (2U - Wh) = 0 in Q , 
(2U - Wh). v ^ (U - Wh). v ^ 0 on I\ 
and we conclude that 2U — Wh e <€. Using (4.3), Lemma 5.3 and 5.2, we obtain 
||U - Wh\ - IU - rhU + w
h\\ S 1U - r„U\\ + \\wh\\ S 
^ C(h2\U\2 + h-
]/2|M|Mr)) ^ 
M 
g C{h2|U|2 + h
3>2 £ |U . Amr^rJ • Q-E.D 
m = l 
Corollary 5.1. Let t/?e assumptions of Theorem 5.1. and (A l) — (A 4) be satisfied. 
Then 
\\X° -Xh\\ = \\q° -qh\\ = 0(h3/2). 
The p roo f follows from Lemma 5A, Theorem 5.1 and the estimate (4.3) applied 
toG. 
Corollary 5.2. Let fim be an iterative solution of (4.8) such that (4.11) holds. 
Define A*'m = 1 + q(£m). Then 
(5.18) lim ||A0 - A*'m|| = 0 for h -» 0, m -> oo 
if the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 ami (A 1) —(A 4) are satisfied. 
Proof . We may write qh = q(/?) and using (4.6), (4.11), 
(5.19) ||q(j§) - q(/T)||2 = (P ~ T)T Mfi ~ D ^ ||-A|| ||j8 - T||2 - 0 
for m -> co . 
Since /l° - kh>m = q° - q(£m) = q° - q* + q(p) - q(£m) , by virtue of Corrolary 
5.1 and (5.18) 
||A° ~ Aft'm|| = \\q° - q*|| + ||q(j8) ~ q(/T)|| -> 0 
provided h -• 0 and m -» oo. 
6. A POSTERIORI ERROR ESTIMATES AND TWO-SIDED BOUNDS OF ENERGY . 
On the basis of the dual analysis described above we can deduce some a posteriori 
estimates of errors, like in the theory of classical-bilateral-boundary value problems. 
Consider the problem &>t and its variational formulation (1.6). The solution u 
of (1.6) satisfies the variational inequality 
(6.1) (u, v — u)t = (f v — u)0 Vv e K1 , 
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where (•, •)l denotes the scalar product associated with the norm | |"| | i . Let v e Kt 
be arbitrary. Then (6.1) implies 
(6.2) 2[&t(v) - ifi(w)] = ||v||
2 - ||w||2 - 2(f v - w)0 ^ 
= ||v||i — ||w||2 — 2(w, v — w)i = ||v — w||2 . 
The term Sex(u)9 however, is unknown in general and a lower bound for it is needed. 
From the duality theory it follows (cf. [5] chpt. 5, § 3) that 
(6.3) &t(u) = Max Min {&t(v) - </i, yv}} , 
A t e H - 1 / 2 ( 0 veHi(Q) 
H £ 0 
consequently, 
(6.4) J^i(w) ^ Min {j^i(v) - </L, yv>} V/x e H~1/2(F), ^ 0 . 
t7eH-(.Q) 
The minimum problem corresponds with the Neumann's problem 
— Aw -f w = / in Q , dw/dv = \i on F . 
Denoting u^ the solution of the latter problem, i.e. the minimizing element of ££t(v) — 
— </i, yv> over H1^), we may again use the dual approach with the complementary 
energy 9*X(X) to get the lower bound for the potential energy (cf. [3]). Thus 
(6.5) J^(u„) - <u, yu^y = i | | w j 2 = - ^ r ( % ) ) , 
and introducing the set of admissible vector-functions 
(6.6) Af4l = {A I A e [L2(Q)]
n+\ (Al5 . . . , Xn) e Q, Xn + i = / + div A, A . v| r = *i}, 
we can use the principle of minimum complementary energy 
STx(l(ii)) ^ST^k) V / e A y > 
and (6.4), (6.5) to obtain 
(6.7) ^ i ( w ) = - - ^ (A) VAeA / ) M . 
From (6.2) and (6.7) we conclude that 
(6.8) i | | » - n | | i = - S ? i ( » ) + ^ i W 
holds for any v e Kt and /I e A/?/i, where \i e H"
 1/2(F), u. _t 0 is arbitrary. 
The estimate (6.8) can be applied to the finite element approximations uh e Klh cz 
cz Ki. It remains, however, to choose /i and A properly. To this end, we employ the 
finite element approximations to the dual problem. 
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Lemma 6.1. Let uh £ Klh and q
h e ^0h be the finite element approximations to the 
primary problem (V6) and to the dual problem (3A), respectively. Then 
(6-9) i\\uh - u\\i ^ Sft(uh) + l(q
h) + i\\f\\20 , 
where u is the solution of (1.6) and I is the funvtional defined in (3.V). 
Proof . From (6.3), (6.5) it follows 
(6.10) Sft(u) = Max (-^1(A(/z)) = - M'm^^fi) = 
/ i 6 H - V 2 ( 0 ft 
ft ^ o 
- - Min MinS?x(X) = - MinSf^X) = - S?X(X°) , 
where X° e U1 is the solution of ( l . l l ) , because 
U Af4l = # , . 
/reH-V2(T) 
Setting A0 = [q°u q°2, f + div q°], we obtain 
(6.11) Sf^) = I(q°) + i||f||o2 S I(qh) + illflo2 = y^) • 
Consequently, (6.2), (6.10) and (6.11) result in 
(6.12) \\uh - ii J J =g J^(W„) - jSP^a) = jgft(«4) + ^(A
0 ) :g 
^ Sft(uh) + 9>,{X
h) = JS?.(«4) + I(q") + i\\f\\l . Q.E.D. 
R e m a r k 6.1. The finite element approximation uh is not known, in general. 
Moreover, a difference of great numbers may occur on the right-hand side of (6.9). 
Therefore we transform (6.9) as follows (cf. also Remark 6.2). 
Theorem 6.1. Let uheKlh be any approximation to the primary problem (1.6) 
and qh e U0h a finite element approximation to the dual problem (3A). Then 
(6.13) \\uh - u\\i g Y, \\qt - duhldXi\\l + | | / + div q
h - uhf0 + 
( = i 
+ l[ qh.vuhds = E(q
h,uh). 




h) = i\\uh\\i - (/, uh)0 + Y,i\\X
h\\20 = 
i = l 
= iliUI ~ Wflo + 2(4 H«H))O} - (f, S»)o • 
i= l 
where .^(v) = dv/dxh (i = 1, 2) and /l3(v) = v . 
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The definition (1.10) implies that 
Z (A?, A ^ ) ) - (/, uh)0 = f [A*. grad u„ + (A* - / ) uh] dx = 
= <!* . v, yuh} = \ q
h . vuh ds = 0 . Q.E.D. 
Remark 6.2. All terms of the upper bound in (6.13) are non-negative. For uh 
any approximate solution 
M 
$h = I ^ 1 
J = I 
(see Section 2), obtained by means of the iterative Gauss-Seidel algorithm with 
constraints, can be substituted. 
The "exact" qh can be replaced by any 
N 
qhm = Z y!>J' 
j = i 
if qhm e ^ M , i.e., if y e Y(cf. (3.4)). The algorithm of Uzawa, however, fails to satisfy 
this requirement. Therefore, if the a posteriori error bounds are needed, we recom-
mend to apply e.g. some of the procedures called "methods of feasible directions" 
by Zoutendijk [9]. 
Theorem 6.2. Let uh and q
h be the same as in Theorem 6.1. Then it holds 
(6A4) - 2£f.(«») < ||«||? < i \q% + | | / + div q% = F(q") , 
i=-l 
- 2<£x(uh) < (f, u)0 g ^ q " ) • 
Proof . Inserting v = 0 and v = 2u into (6.1), we obtain 
(6.15) |u||? = (f, u)0 . 
Consequently, we have 
(6.16) 2&t(u) = llufl? - 2(/, u)0 = - | |u | | ? . 
Therefore the left-hand inequality of (6.14) follows from 
<?t(uk) = JS?^) = ^ i ( u ) Vu, E Klit, 
where uh and u are the f.e. approximation and the solution of the primary problem 
(1.6), respectively. 
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Finally, (6.10), (6.11), (6.16) and (3.1') lead to the inequality 
||«||? = ~2Sft(u) = 2<?\(A
0) ^ 2/(q") + ||/||0 = 
= £ Ik'llo + ||div q% + 2(j, div q")0 + | |/ |2 = F(q
h 
i = 1 
The second assertion follows from the first by virtue of (6.15). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 6.3. Similar comments are valid for the practical use of (6.14) as for 
(6.13). The right-hand side F(qhm) can be calculated on the basis of a method of 
feasible directions. 
Let us derive an a posteriori estimate of error for the finite element approxima-
tions to the dual problem (3A). The solution X° of the dual problem (1.11) satisfies 
the inequality 
£ ( A ° , A , - A ° ) o ^ 0 V A e * , . 
i = 1 
Therefore we may write 
(6.17) 2[^(X)-^^)-} = £ ( | | A . | 0 - | | A ° | 0 ) ^ 
І = 1 
3 
^ Z [|M|o - ( 4 , A/)0] = £ [(A,, A ; - A ° ) 0 -
i = l i = 1 
- (A?, A,. - A°)0 + (A?, A,. - A°)0] ^ £ ||A,. - A°||0 VA e * , . 
i = 1 
From (6.10) we deduce 
- ^,(A°) = Sf,(u) g i f ^ ) Vw„ € K,» . 
Substituting the vector A* = [a*, ^ h ' / + div qh] for Ae * , , we obtain 
i l l * . - *?IIS = -?i(-») +^ 1 (A") = iW>-») 
i = 1 
like in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Thus we come to the following . 
Remark 6.4. Let uh, q
h and E(qh, uh) be the same as in Theorem 6.1. Then it holds 
(6.18) £ |A*-A? | | ^D(q* ,« A ) 
i = i 
for A* = [«*,«*,/ +div q*]. 
The situation with the Problem 0>2 is slightly more complicated, as far as the 
duality is concerned. 
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First, an anlogue of (6.2) is true, i.e., 
(6.19) 2[jS?2(i?) - J?2(n)] = \v - u\\ Vv eK 2 , 
where u is the solution of (l .7). 
To derive a corresponding saddle point theorem, we introduce the following 
subspace of H1/2(Fa): 
Hl'2(ra) = {s\se H
1/2(Ffl), 3a e H
1/2(F), a\Fu = 0, a\Fa = s} . 
We define the linear functional cp e [H0
/2(Ffl)]' and say that cp\Fa = 0 if 
<<l>, s> = 0 Vs e H0
/2(Fa) , s = 0 . 
There exists a A e [H0
/2(Fa)]', *\ra = 0 such that 
(6.20) Se2(u) - </i, yu> g JSf2(M) - <A, yu> = JS?2(v) - <;., yv> 
holds for all H e [H0
/2(F«)]', /*|ra = 0 and all v e H\Q\ yv\Fu = 0. The latter asser-
tion can be proved on the basis of the Corollary of Hahn-Banach Theorem (see the 
proof of Lemma 1.1). 
Denote H+1/2(Ffl) the set of all admissible /J in (6.20) and Vthe set of admissible v. 
Then it holds 
(6.21) &2(u) = Max Min \S£2(v) - </!, yv>] . 
ueH+ ~1/2{rn) veV 
The minimum problem corresponds with the following mixed boundary value 
problem 
— Au = f in Q , u\pu = 0 , dujdv\ra = /i . 
Denoting u^ the solution of the latter problem, we may use the dual approach with 
the complementary energy Se2(X) (cf.[3]) to obtain from (6.21) that 
(6.22) Se2(u) = Max Se2(uu) = Max ( - Se2(k(u^))) = 
ueH+-'/2(ra) n 
= - Min UmSe2(k) = - M\nSe2(X) = ~Sf 2(>?) , 
;/ / . G / 1 / > M /.e'l/i 
where 
Af,џ = {/ e Q | div Å + / = 0, / . v|Гв = = џ} 
so that 
U Af,џ = * 2 • 
flєH+-'/
2(Гa) 
Obviously, we have 
(6.23) Sŕ2()°) S Sŕ2()) Vл e %2 . 
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Unfortunately, the f.e. approximations qheKh (cf. (4.5)) are such that X
h = 
= A + qh $ °?/2, in general. The condition A + q
h e °U2 is satisfied, if I . v e Pi(Sk) 
for each side Sfc c Fa of ^ . Then g = — 1 . v = O/r 
Remark 6.5. To obtain f.e. approximations )he6U2 in general, we can attempt 
to find ; / e Q such that 
(6.24) d i v ; / + f = 0 , ; / . v | r a = o . 
Then replacing A by )J, we obtain # = —// . v = 0 = gh on Ffl, ^ ( ; / ) = 0 for all 
j > p, (cf. (4.8) and the definition of ®) and Xh = Xs + q'1 e ^ 2 . 
There is an approach for the search of ; / . To any OJ e H2(Q) the vector Xco = 
= { — doj/dx2, dco/dx^} satisfies the equation div X™ = 0. Consequently, if we find 
oo e H2(Q) such that the trace of co satisfies 
(6.25) co(s) = - j (I. v) (t) dt Vs 6 Ta , 
J So 
we obtain 
dco doj dco ,,„ , 
— = V{ H v2 = A . v = —A . v on Ffl . 
d.s 3x2 Obcj 
Therefore ; / = A + Af0 satisfies (6.24). 
Theorem 6.3. Let uhe K2h be an approximation to the primary problem (1.7) and 
) h m = A + q7"" e ^ 2 (Or ; / + q
fcm e °ll2 - see Remark 6.5) an approximation to the 
dual problem (1+2). Then 
(6.26) \u - uh\l ^ i \\X
hm - duJdXiH + 2 f ) h m . vuh ds = E()
hm, uh) . 
P roof is analogous to that of Theorem 6.1. It follows from (6.19), (6.22) and(6.23\ 
R e m a r k 6.6. All terms in the right-hand side of (6.26) are non-negative. For qhm 
we may substitute any iteration q(fim) calculated by e.g. a method of feasible direction 
[9] but not by the Uzawa's algorithm, as the latter may fail to keep fim in the set &. 
Theorem 6.4. Let uh and X
hm be the same as in Theorem 6.3 and Remark 6.6. 
Then it holds 
- 2<?2(iih) S |«|i = 2£f2()





The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 6.2. 
R e m a r k 6.7. Let uh, X
hm, E(Xhm, uh) be the same as in Theorem 6.3. Then it holds 
(cf. Remark 6.4) 
2 





R e m a r k . Some results presented above can be employed in the dual finite element 
analysis of the unilateral problems with obstacles on the boundary [10]. 
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S o u h r n 
DUÁLNÍ ANALÝZA JEDNOSTRANNÝCH OKRAJOVÝCH ÚLOH 
METODOU KONEČNÝCH PRVKŮ 
IVAN HLAVÁČEK 
Duální variační formulace okrajových úloh — principy minima potenciální resp. 
doplňkové energie — jsou rozšířeny na okrajové úlohy s nerovnostmi tzv. Signori-
niho typu na hranici. Pomocí teorie sedlového bodu je dokázána souvislost obou 
variačních problémů. Jsou odvozeny algoritmy pro přibližné řešení obou úloh metodou 
konečných prvků na triangulaci dané oblasti s po částech lineárními polynomy, dále 
apriorní i aposteriorní odhady chyb a oboustranné odhady energie. K apriorním 
odhadům se používá tzv. jednostranných aproximací řešení resp. jeho toku na hranici, 
za předpokladu jisté regularity řešení. 
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